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Abstract

Paraphimosis is an acute situation that emerges as a complication of a congenital or acquired phimosis. This requires an urgent treatment. It occurs when the glans foreskin is stenotic, retracts behind the glans and subsequently is not brought to its normal position. As a consequence it causes strangulation of the glans and the skin of the foreskin by the stenotic ring that can evolve to edema, necrosis and amputation of the glans. We present a rare and infrequent case of amputation of the glans as a complication of paraphimosis. This is a 91-year-old male patient with a history of ischemic cardiopathy, COPD and chronic paraphimosis who, since three weeks ago, presented with pain and increased penile volume. Five days before going to the consultation her daughter notes that he had black-purple glans coloration for which she decided to apply an antiseptic solution in the area. When seeing that the clinical picture continued to worsen, they decided to go to the urological guard service of the University Hospital “General Calixto García”. Physical examination revealed a necrotic glans without vitality and amputation. The proximal end to the healthy preputial ring without signs of ischemia or sepsis. The case constitutes a urological urgency that in most cases is resolved by simple manual reduction. Necrosis and amputation of the glans as a complication of paraphimosis is extremely rare. To date, few cases are described in the literature. The circumcision must be performed in every patient who has presented paraphimosis.

Introduction

Paraphimosis is an acute situation that arises as a complication of a congenital or acquired phimosis and requires urgent treatment. It occurs when the stenotic foreskin retracts behind the glans and subsequently is not brought to its normal position, as a result edema appears on the skin of the foreskin and strangulation of the glans that can progress to necrosis. We present a rare case of glans amputation as a complication of paraphimosis [1].

Case presentation

A 91-year-old male patient with a personal pathological history of ischemic heart disease, COPD, and recurrent paraphimosis, who had pain and increased penile volume for about three weeks, despite which he did not go to the doctor. Her daughter notes that her father has black-purple coloration of the glans, five days before consulting for which he decided to apply antiseptic solution in the area without prior medical prescription. Before the worsening of the picture they decide to go to the Service of Urology Guard of the Calixto Garcia Teaching Hospital.

Physical examination revealed a gland with a necrotic appearance without vitality, with partial amputation and a healthy preputial ring without signs of ischemia or sepsis.

Urgent hemochemistry tests were performed, which were negative.

It was decided to perform emergency surgery to complete the amputation of the glans and reconstruct the urethra. Local anesthetic was applied at the base of the penis and around the neomeate. Antibiotic treatment was started. The patient evolved favorably and was discharged at 48 hours with an urethral catheter that was removed after 10 days. (Figures 1–3).

Discussion

Paraphimosis is an urological emergency that usually occurs in children and adults who have not been circumcised. It arises when the stenotic foreskin retracts behind the glans and is not brought back to its normal position. As a result, the stenotic ring compresses the glans and the skin of the prepuce. Subsequently, the venous and lymphatic drainage is obstructed, which causes edema of the glans that increases its size, producing a greater disproportion between the size of the glans and the preputial
The most frequent cause of paraphimosis is observed when an urethro–vesical catheter is placed and the prepuce is forgotten in its proper place [2].

There are other causes, such as retraction of the foreskin when the penis is cleansed, during the physical examination of the penis or other instrumentation or after the sexual act if the foreskin is not repositioned in its normal position [3].

The diagnosis is made easily by inspection. An edematous glans is found and increased in size with respect to the penis. With a thick edematous foreskin that is separated abruptly from the rest of the penis by a ring of fibrous constriction. Depending on the time of evolution, ulcerations, changes in coloration or necrosis of the glans can be found.

For its treatment, the manual reduction of the foreskin, placement of cold water bags, the injection of hyaluronidase, osmotic methods, multiple punctures and aspiration of the edematous area or section of the constrictor ring under local anesthesia are described [3,4].

The necrosis and self-amputation of the glans as a complication of paraphimosis is extremely rare and even more so now, if we take into account the access of the population to medical services. In the bibliography consulted, only one similar case was found published by Hollowood, et al. [5], which required partial amputation by chronic non-reduced paraphimosis that produced a complete section of the urethra.

**Conclusion**

Paraphimosis is an urological urgency that must be resolved as soon as it is diagnosed and in most cases this is achieved with simple manual reduction. Necrosis and amputation of the glans as a complication of paraphimosis is extremely rare.
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